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Top gun
Priorities are where they should be, says Howard 
Schmidt, White House cybersecurity coordinator. 
Illena Armstrong reports. 

T his May marked the anniversary of what some 

information security professionals refer to as an 

historic, exciting and long-overdue presidential 

speech. Last spring, President Obama showcased a 

national, five-part Cyberspace Policy Review for the 

country based on a 60-day evaluation. During this 

presentation before public and private executives 

Obama discussed the results of the fresh assessment 

kicked off in February and, perhaps most importantly, 

announced the beginning stages of creating a more 

secure and reliable digital infrastructure, part of which 

included the creation of a cybersecurity coordinator. 

For months, there had been plenty of conjecture 

and debate about the establishment of such a role. 

Consequently, the formal announcement to install 

someone who would develop an action plan involving 

public/private sectors that would tackle both cyberse-

curity and civil liberty protection issues allayed some 

information security leaders’ fears that another presi-

dential administration may give critical infrastructure 

protection short shrift. 

Fast-forward to the end of the year. As months 

steamed by after the momentous speech, security pros 

hotly deliberated who would fill the new coordinator 

position, how much power the leader would have and 

why it was taking so long for the president to make a 

choice. Indeed, some experts at the time – a bit unim-

pressed with the delayed results of the much-bally-

hooed 60-day review, began to wonder if any genuine 

action would follow the speech at all. Then, at last, in 

December 2009, Howard Schmidt, a well-known and 

long-time player in the information security market-

place, was appointed.

Most in the industry applauded the move. But, 

some of this enthusiasm was tempered with vari-

ous words of caution: navigating the bureaucratic 

mire would be tough, progress would be slowed by 

rumored power struggles among federal agencies, 

higher priorities in the White House would sideline 

cybersecurity concerns, authority needed for the post 

is wanting, and much more. Now that Schmidt begins 

this essential job in earnest, this mix of optimism and 

pessimism for the future still persists. Though some 

feel things can only get better given false starts and 

stops by the government on cybersecurity initiatives 

in the past, others wonder if passing months will see 

more of the same lurches and stumbles.

“The most difficult job CSO/CISO-types have is 

to implement security within the culture of whatever 

organization they happen to find themselves,” says 

Ron Baklarz, CISO of Amtrak. “Having to deal with 

the orchestration across military, government and 

private sectors is a huge undertaking in and of itself.”

Fortunately, though, Schmidt’s experience navigat-

ing complex organizational issues that plague both 

federal government and large companies may serve 

him well. A comprehensive resume, some of the 

highlights include stints as the vice chair of the former 

President George W. Bush’s critical infrastructure 

protection board and work as the special adviser for 

cyberspace security for the White House. He also 

took leading CISO/CSO roles at both Microsoft and 

eBay and, most recently, served as president of the 

London-based Information Security Forum, a non-

profit IT security research organization. 

“If anyone can move the ball forward he has the 

right background and appears to have the right 

support at the White House to make things happen. 

There are a lot of legal issues and varying authorities 

that still have to be navigated, including potential 

legislative action,” says Jerry Dixon, VP for govern-

ment affairs at InfraGard and director of analysis at 

Team Cymru. “Howard will need adequate resources 

and staff to tackle the policy issues and to move 

things forward across government and work with the 

industry. On the question of power struggles, there 

really has been good cooperation for the most part 

across the government agencies. The 60-day review 

required input from all of the departments and agen-

cies. Currently, there is no single organization that has 

all of the mission space when it comes to cybersecurity 

or information operations. Due to technology being 

ubiquitous across all agencies, critical infrastructure, 

and our daily lives demonstrates what a complex issue 

this is to tackle.”  
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Some first steps

Amidst lingering talk in February, Schmidt, whose 

official start date as White House Cyber Security Coor-

dinator was January 10, took to the stage at the annual 

RSA Conference in California where he alluded to what 

are sure to be his leading principles on the job – trans-

parency and partnering. 

“As you saw with RSA when the president autho-

rized the release of the unclassified description of 

the CNCI [Comprehensive National Cybersecurity 

Initiative], it goes a long way that when you’re asking 

people to partner with you that they understand and 

know what they’re partnering with you about and what 

they’re investment is– not only from a financial perspec-

tive, but, more importantly, from a resource perspec-

tive,” says Schmidt. 

With the president having pledged “an unprecedent-

ed level of openness in government,” Schmidt says he 

is “personally dedicated to ensuring that the federal 

government’s cybersecurity efforts are as transparent 

as possible.” For instance, because legitimate questions 

have come up about the CNCI and the role the intelli-

gence community plays in cybersecurity, the announce-

ment at RSA was important in providing a first step 

toward frank dialogue. 

“Transparency provides the American people with 

the ability to partner with government and participate 

meaningfully in the discussion about how we can 

use the extraordinary resources and expertise of the 

intelligence community with proper oversight for the 

protection of privacy and civil liberties,” says Schmidt.

Jeff Bardin, former CISO at Investors Bank and 

Trust (which was acquired by State Street Bank) and 

current VP and CSO at IT consultancy ITSolutions 

LLC, says Schmidt’s recent release of the unclassified 

description of the CNCI shows the desire for openness 

and helps start the process of direct discourse with the 

private sector. He adds that it definitely is a considered 

break with a past, which saw “the NSA …collecting 

data on private citizens during a time of fear and under 

a presidency that condoned this level of privacy inva-

sion.”

In support of these fresh transparency and partner-

ship goals comes Schmidt’s main role of coordinating 

it all – not only the planning required to initiate better 

security with private entities for the critical infrastruc-

ture, but the shoring up of security across all federal 

government. “Part of the role I have is sitting down 

with the broad breadth of government activities to 

look at securing government systems, securing military 

systems, [as well as] working with the private sector– 

finding out what are they doing, how they are doing 

it, making sure there’s no duplicity between different 

efforts that are going on, making sure that we’re mov-

ing at a pace that’s fast enough to really affect some 

long-term positive changes but not take long-term to 

get there,” says Schmidt. 

Another chunk of this job, he further explains, 

involves sifting through the CNCI, as well as the most 

recent Cyberspace Policy Review to ensure all of the 

specific cybersecurity requirements each federal agency 

has, along with overall goals for the nation, are met 

comprehensively. 

“When you start looking at the key role here and 

that’s the coordination…a lot of the things that we need 

to do we know how to do already to make security 

better. It’s a matter of implementing the processes that 

we know, making sure people are held accountable for 

doing those things and moving forward on them,” he 

says. “Partnership, transparency, the coordination are 

all key tenants of us being able to move this forward 

quickly.” 

Looming threats

Moving forward at a fast clip is vital, say many experts, 

because cyberattackers seen these days seem to be 

charging ahead of most organizations, private or public, 

at an even faster pace. 

“I think cybercrime is growing dramatically and I 

am not sure if that is foreign governments or organized 

crime. It may be some of both,” says Dan Lohrmann, 

CIO of the state of Michigan. “I do think that capa-

bilities for cyberwar are growing and the technical 

possibility for a cyberwar is definitely growing, as well. 

However, the biggest issues are malware, cybercrimes 

– like ID theft, and overall end-to-end trust of online 

transactions.” 

Changes have hit both the threat landscape and 

the planning needed to address it. Digital crimes are 

worsening, becoming much more sophisticated and 

frequent, while the economic climate has and is forcing 

some organizations to dedicate less than is needed to 

combat them.

“We have crossed the Rubicon in some way,” says 
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Bill Boni, corporate information security officer 

with T-Mobile, noting that threats are global and 

often have a macro effect, while information security 

programs are simply not getting resourced in the way 

they need. 

“When the economy recovers the first priority for 

private sector is unlikely to be new security safeguards, 

which are frequently perceived as being a cost and com-

pliance drag rather than a business enabler,” he says. 

Yet, the rising numbers of cybercriminals continue 

their blows to critical data and systems. Criminals 

are both “organized and opportunistic” and include 

“nation states giving their budding cyber forces ‘train-

ing’ via live operations against remote targets with 

excellent deniability,” says Boni. “Recall from history 

letters of marque and reprisal, where sea captains who 

were otherwise nothing more than pirates could claim 

official sanction of a sponsoring crown for their pillag-

ing. I wonder if perhaps today’s digital intruders have 

similar authorization. Such tolerance would allow host-

ing governments maximum deniability while reaping 

the benefits of successful operations against unprepared 

foreign targets.”

And while the 12-point CNCI was helpful and 

Schmidt’s sharing of it a good example of the transpar-

ency to come from federal government, Lohrmann 

adds that it will take years “to make major progress” in 

several of the areas noted. It’s the right plan, he says, 

and nothing new as Michigan has been working with 

the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) on some 

of the priorities listed in it for some time. 

But, says Boni, this plan’s influence has been sparse. 

“The first edition strategy generated little visible impact 

to increase protection of the core economy. If it did, 

perhaps Project Aurora attacks might not have suc-

ceeded against some of the biggest private sector and 

governmental agencies,” he says. 

Named Operation Aurora, the January attack on 

search giant Google and about 30 other companies 

and government agencies, such as the Department of 

Defense (DoD), ended in the theft of intellectual prop-

erty – likely source code, say many experts. The sophis-

ticated coordinated attack originating from China 

also sought out the Gmail accounts of human rights 

activists. Google and other compromised companies, 

like Adobe, have been lauded by information security 

experts because of their openness about the attack. 

27%
cite exploitable soft-

ware vulnerabilities as 

the most severe threat

– (ISC)2/Cisco

“When people who are otherwise well-equipped – 

think Google, DoD– are successfully attacked, we as a 

security community have to ask how this can happen 

and what the national strategy must do differently to 

enable more effective prevention and response to the 

next attacks,” says Boni. “We probably need to change 

our focus from adequate prevention to increased atten-

tion [on] effective timely response. Overall, we likely 

need to put a lot more resource into collection and dis-

semination of situational intelligence, and sharing this 

information via communities of shared interests.”

The general industry feeling toward large companies 

like Google that were victimized in Aurora is that their 

embrace of transparency ultimately helps others keep 

up to date on attack types, their own vulnerabilities and 

what security mechanisms they must bolster themselves. 

As for the types of strikes happening more, there are 

three major threat areas that should be the focus for 

Schmidt going forward: cybercrime, cyberespionage 

and cyberwar, contends Richard Clarke, partner with 

Good Harbor Consulting and a former White House 

adviser to the last three presidents, including special 

adviser to the president for cybersecurity during the 

George W. Bush administration. 

Cybercrime, he explains, requires that “a big policy 

decision” be made. “The current approach isn’t 

working because cybercrime pays and we’re arresting 

and prosecuting probably one percent of the people 

involved in one percent of the incidents that happen.” 

Creating a national cybercrime center is the answer, he 

says, “rather than continuing the practice that we have 

now, which essentially devolves the issue to 56 FBI 

[Federal Bureau of Investigation] officers and 90 U.S. 

attorneys, most of [whom] have no skills in this area. 

And none of them – even if they have skills – can deal 

effectively with the fact that these criminals are largely 

overseas, which requires a national-level approach.”

Dixon agrees, noting that the U.S. State Depart-

ment must get engaged in international cyber issues. 

“Technology is ubiquitous and, more often than not, 

following the digital trail leads to other countries,” he 

says. “We need to be able to leverage diplomatic chan-

nels to make progress on prosecuting cybercrime and 

to do that we need international cooperation.”

The second big priority would be to undertake a 

similar national approach with cyberespionage, says 

Clarke, “because I think China – there are others, 

N
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but notably China – is engaging in massive, massive 

cyberespionage that steals all of our data and has a real 

negative effect on our economic competitiveness.” 

Nation-state probes, scans, attacks and penetrations 

of the critical infrastructure and other key resources 

abound, concurs Bardin. Additionally, nation-state 

human intelligence is happening inside the physi-

cal walls of organizations in the U.S. “We are under 

constant attack and have had reams and terabytes of 

data stolen, but continually crying wolf and driving 

FUD [fear, uncertainty and doubt] is not necessarily 

the way to solve the problems,” he adds, nothing that 

some information security pros continue using this old 

standby. 

The third priority on which Schmidt must focus 

is that current policy makes the growing problem of 

cyberwar a major issue, says Clarke. “The Bush policy, 

which Obama has inherited, essentially says the federal 

government will only defend the federal government. 

Right now, as far as I can tell, there’s no plan, strategy 

or capability to defend the critical infrastructure in 

a cyberwar,” says Clarke. “The government’s policy 

essentially is they have to defend themselves and that 

won’t work.” 

The government, then, must decide a policy that 

would state its responsibility to defend all of America’s 

cyberspace in the event of a cyberwar. Such a defense 

might involve the National Security Agency (NSA), 

during a wartime situation, supporting “tier-one 

ISPs [internet service providers] to scan for attacks,” 

explains Clarke. “Cyber Command [an armed forces 

command led by NSA] could give the ISPs the signa-

tures of expected attacks so that the ISPs could block 

the attacks.”

On the flipside, the call on policy would be estab-

lished during peacetime and be based on federal 

government taking “some responsibility to defend the 

private sector against cyberespionage and potential 

cyberwar,” adds Clarke. It could enlist “its regulatory 

power to ensure that the power grid is disconnected 

from cyberspace…, require the tier-one ISPs to scan 

for signatures of attacks and black hole them, fund the 

creation of resilient, back up networks, and more”

Though he’s uncertain about the federal role during 

such a time, Boni says that he imagines it’d be the same 

as one they’d take during a physical incident, which 

means the government would enlist the authority it 

31%
say CAG is the most 

useful metric tool

– (ISC)2/Cisco

needs to do what’s necessary to defend the country. 

Still, it would be beneficial for Congress, the White 

House and all federal agencies to understand the rules 

of engagement well before a massive cyber issue hits to 

avoid last-minute debates during an attack that may be 

moving “at the speed of electrons,” he says.

While the U.S. government is behind in drafting 

some sort of “cyber doctrine,” as well as clearly defin-

ing what might constitute an act of war within the cyber 

domain, some federal agencies do have plans in place, 

says Dixon.

“The DoD has developed a National Military Strate-

gy when it comes to cyber warfare. General Cartwright, 

who is the vice chair of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, is very 

well versed in these issues and is in a great position to 

help answer some of those questions when it comes to 

national policy development,” explains Dixon. “Right 

now in government, we have some very senior leaders 

who know the challenges we face, the legal issues, and 

[have the] experience to, hopefully, better prepare the 

United States for a cyberattack moving forward.”

Such a process, he says, will start with the cyber 

coordinator, DoD leadership, DHS and federal law 

enforcement agencies. “I’m looking forward to seeing 

what they do over the next year,” he adds. 

Enlisting technologies

Whatever one calls it – cyberwar, cybercrime, cyberes-

pionage – the U.S. and its organizations are clearly in 

the midst of fighting an onslaught, say many experts. 

“The event where Microsoft got a court order to 

disable enemy machines was the most clear example I 

saw of us being on the offensive,” says Jennifer Bayuk, 

principal at consultancy Jennifer Bayuk, LLC, and 

formerly senior managing director and CISO at Bear 

Stearns. “The fact that we are not sure if the enemy is a 

nation-state or organized crime does not make much of 

a difference in cyberspace.”

In February, a U.S. federal judge granted Microsoft 

a court order in a civil trial to cut off some 277 .com 

domains tied to the Waledac botnet – a major source 

of spam and computer infections used by what many 

believed were Eastern European-based cybercriminals. 

Cutting off the domains removed command-and-con-

trol servers that the spammers enlisted to send orders 

to the botnet, which reportedly comprised hundreds of 

thousands of infected machines.

N
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Security, then, is a systemic issue, says Bayuk and 

Schmidt knows this better than anybody. A “one-size-

fits-all approach,” then, must be avoided. 

“Each system’s environment has got to have security 

designed in such a way that enables resiliency. As tech-

nology is generally moving in that direction, security 

should serve to strengthen emerging technologies 

rather than stifling them,” she explains.

In fact, says Schmidt, helping to support initiatives 

going forward will be new technologies and enhance-

ments to existing processes.

“Many of the things to enhance security do not 

require huge investment, but require process changes 

to better protect their systems. Over time, investments 

in technology that is better designed to operate in the 

threat environment will take us to a new level,” he 

explains.

To shore up security processes and technologies 

internally, Schmidt says he’s working with two key 

senior pros at the White House: CIO Vivek Kundra 

on the IT systems management side of the Office of 

Management and Budget, and Aneesh Chopra, CTO, 

to review the future wave of technology and next-

generation tools that might be rolled out. Their talks 

are all about “making sure that security doesn’t become 

an afterthought, that we’re doing things specifically…

to make sure security and privacy controls are built in 

right from the outset.”

With Chopra, Schmidt is looking at the .gov space 

as a single enterprise, with hopes of making systems 

less expensive and more secure. In the process, they’re 

reviewing continuous monitoring and security incident 

and event management (SIEM) solutions, enterprise 

management tools that include security and privacy 

controls, and more – all with the goal of getting visibil-

ity into the entire .gov infrastructure, rather than into 

the discrete organizations that comprise it. In addition, 

next generation architecture solutions also are getting 

their attention to move into “scenario building,” adds 

Schmidt. 

“What if someone were to trying this particular 

intrusion pattern? How do we identify it and how do 

we prevent it without always going and fighting the last 

battle?” he asks. 

The overall aim is to be very proactive using a holistic 

approach across both the .mil and .gov spaces, as well 

as “seeing how we can interplay them with the critical 

55%
of CISOs surveyed 

say their duties are be-

coming more political

– (ISC)2/Cisco

infrastructure owners and operators so we all have situ-

ational awareness on things that are being done in the 

area of vulnerabilities, threats and best practices.”

Looking for incentives

Amtrak’s Baklarz says he used to believe that security 

would improve only because of negative audit find-

ings or as catastrophic cyber events occurred. But, he’s 

learned that there’s a third catalyst behind security 

advances. “Unfortunately, regulations and legislation 

will dictate improvements in all sectors,” he says. 

Even with some of the right solutions deployed, 

incentives for both government entities and private 

companies are needed to push more secure environ-

ments and better safeguards for customers’ personally 

identifiable data, intellectual property and overall 

operations critical to the running of the country. 

One source, who wished to remain anonymous 

because some colleagues vehemently disagree on this 

point, says something akin to the recent initiative being 

undertaken by the Federal Communications Com-

mission (FCC) might prove better than any additional 

regulatory mandates. In April, the FCC announced 

its move into the cyberspace realm with a proposed 

Cybersecurity Certification Program, alongside a 

review of the national broadband infrastructure’s 

resiliency in the event of a significant natural disaster 

or cyberattack. In its Notice of Inquiry (FCC10-63A2), 

the FCC put forth establishing the certification pro-

gram whereby broadband organizations would obtain 

a certification through an auditing process that would 

affirm their compliance with a set of baseline best prac-

tices for cybersecurity. 

The FCC’s seeking comment now on the program 

means the industry is involved in helping to define the 

security baselines, explains the source. Too, with this 

type of incentive, market choice would drive companies 

to get certified rather than regulation forcing them to. 

So, if a company decides to forego the certification pro-

cess, they would then have to accept the possibility that 

consumers may choose other organizations that hold 

the IT security certification, which ultimately could 

have a big impact on their market share and profits.

“The goal is to create incentives for broadband com-

munications service providers to upgrade their cyberse-

curity measures,” according to a written statement from 

FCC Chairman Julius Genachowski.

N
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Market incentives such as this work, say many 

experts. All one has to do is look to the Payment Card 

Industry’s Data Security Standard. 

“I witnessed first-hand the change in the PCI-DSS 

environment that went from a kitten to a lion as…fines 

[were] levied by the card issuers,” says Baklarz. “The 

next regulation that should make the same transition is 

HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 

Act) that, to date, has seen little in the way of enforce-

ment.”

Others agree that legislation and market-driven 

incentives do help, although some contend that compli-

ance doesn’t equate to security. Because cyberspace 

moves so quickly, often such mandates and plans are 

simply a measurement of a certain point, “a stake in the 

ground,” says Bayuk. “Our focus needs to be on how 

we are working toward security outcomes, not compli-

ance outcomes.”

Yet, laws forcing compliance often do prompt 

senior-level executives to give IT security planning the 

support, resources and funding it needs, says Bardin.

“I hate to see this as a major tool, but how else will 

we move initiatives to requirements? Here we are in 

2010 and still getting hacked, attacked and penetrated 

with ease daily,” he says. “Self-regulation in this area 

has not worked. The federal government needs to 

mandate very clearly and concisely certain minimum 

necessary security requirements for all CIKR [critical 

infrastructure and key resources] and those who do 

business with CIKR.”

Too, a change in administrations often means a 

change in plans and policies, says Dixon. Current 

moves in cybersecurity may cease with the next presi-

dent. “By having it in legislation, it codifies the position 

and will ensure continuity between administrations, 

plus keep the momentum going.”

Further, on the government side, other improve-

ments are needed at both the local and state levels, says 

Dixon. 

“They have limited budgets, limited human resourc-

es and yet are connected to many of the federal depart-

ments and agencies. They are most likely to be the first 

to respond to a major event in their backyard, so state 

and local law enforcement needs to have appropriate 

training when it comes to cybersecurity and foren-

sics,” he says. “They can work directly with critical 

infrastructure in their own backyard while the federal 

government focuses on nationally significant incidents. 

Homeland Security and the states can augment each 

other as appropriate for responding, containing, and 

mitigating further damage if they take a tiered approach 

for incident response just like they do for physical 

incidents.” 

The federal side, too, has its share of problems to 

overcome. For instance, the creations of DHS, a still 

fairly young agency, failed to address “overlapping 

capabilities and responsibilities but created another 

umbrella of authority and more overlap,” says Bardin. 

“Efficiencies can be had if some of these efforts are 

centralized.” 

At issue, however, is whether they will acquiesce to 

such demands for coming together under a single roof. 

“These organizations will not go quietly into the 

night with respect to giving up some of their respon-

sibilities and, in turn, power. I believe that legislation 

outlining clearly defined roles and responsibilities 

across all overlapping…agencies needs to be drafted 

and signed to force consolidation. Howard cannot do 

this alone. Many commercial organizations that go 

through mergers and acquisitions have to consolidate 

resources where it makes sense,” explains Bardin. 

“The federal government needs to do the same thing 

and one mechanism to force [this] is law. We are still 

operating on antiquated laws that do not address 

cybersecurity defenses or offensive capabilities, for 

that matter.”

An improvement to one such existing law that does 

push federal agencies to become more conscientious 

about their information security controls is happening 

now, says Schmidt. Metrics dictating Federal Informa-

tion Security Management Act (FISMA) compliance 

have been updated. Guidance now is “shifting the 

focus from old-styled, paper-based reports to real-time 

electronic data that feed directly and immediately into 

security monitoring and alert systems,” he explains. 

The modification now enables agencies to find vulner-

abilities quicker and take a more active stance to 

protect systems against attacks. 

“The new approach is the result of many months of 

work by an interagency task force that reached out not 

only to agency officials, but also to the private sector,” 

says Schmidt. “The group identified best practices and 

innovative approaches that will make our cybersecurity 

efforts more effective and efficient.”
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Also, any number of requirements and regulations 

provide help on safeguarding citizens’ PII. As well, all 

agencies have a privacy official in place, says Schmidt. 

“And one of the things the president did with this 

office [was to designate] a privacy and civil liberties 

person [Editor’s note: This pro reports to Schmidt]. So 

not only do I personally look across the privacy and 

security spectrum, we also have someone dedicated 

who looks strictly at privacy and how the government is 

doing things…as part of the comprehensive cybersecu-

rity coordination effort,” says Schmidt.

Partnering for security

Too, federal government is making inroads to re-

establish and expand long-discussed public-private 

partnering, adds Schmidt. Acknowledging that negative 

perceptions by private sector companies about the fed-

eral government’s role in such a relationship still exist– 

such as failing to engage in two-way conversations 

to share information or attempting to take the lead 

when many government systems are far from secure 

themselves – Schmidt says delivering on promises and 

ensuring transparency and openness on both sides will 

propel the way forward. Already, some “good progress” 

is being made on this front with the DoD working with 

the DIB (Defense Industrial Base), using a model that 

might expand to initiatives with other sectors. 

“Another way we are working better is to make sure 

we understand the private sectors’ perspective on many 

of the things we are doing and ensuring that the things 

we are doing…protect privacy and civil liberties, [help 

us] become more secure, and are economically sound,” 

he says.

Even so, more must be done on the partnership side, 

say many experts. Defining the roles better and that all-

important openness are vital to the success of any work 

to safeguard the critical infrastructure. 

“I do not think there are enough resources to do the 

job the way it’s being approached now,” says T-Mobile’s 

Boni. “The boundaries between organizations and 

between official and private sectors do much more to 

divide and limit the effectiveness of societal response.” 

So, partnerships are and always have been critical to 

the overall security posture of the nation, says Bayuk, 

“as you are only as secure as the strength of the threat 

on your periphery.” To develop a trusting relationship, 

however, requires some understanding grounded in 

pragmatic expectations, along with candor. 

And while the security community on the private side 

“does have the wherewithal to assess and anticipate 

many” of the emerging threats and vulnerabilities, says 

Boni, the federal government can play a part here.

“The benefit of the federal role is to help focus and 

align the various domains – academic, corporate, offi-

cial – into a more holistic effort that can also increase 

the range and depth of the analysis of emerging issues,” 

he says. 

Another key undertaking for Schmidt, he adds, 

would be to create a framework that would include a 

“more global alignment to a shared set of baseline stan-

dards… to assure the prosecution for cybercrimes.”

Right now, a major impediment to a more robust 

public/private partnership is that a lot of the prac-

tices around IT “are frozen in a Cold War concept of 

security that relies too heavily on National Defense 

classification mechanisms and is impeded by security 

clearances and compartmentalization which are needed 

to fight wars, but make unwieldy forming ad hoc com-

munities of economic and technical interest,” explains 

Boni. “Changing who and how we partner with is likely 

to be very difficult but necessary to bring a broader 

range of talent and capability into the effort.”

Dixon agrees, noting that the government should 

really be looking to work with private organizations to 

broaden situational awareness – a goal Schmidt already 

has mentioned. Other countries do this by getting criti-

cal infrastructure companies and government agencies 

together to discuss cyberthreats and other risks that are 

impacting them both. 

“There have been attempts to do this with US-CERT, 

the National Infrastructure Coordination Center, the 

National Communications System, and there is also the 

Defense Industrial Base working group. All of these 

various groups make it difficult for a company to figure 

out who to engage with and they cannot afford to partic-

ipate in every single group,” Dixon says. “This is where 

some streamlining can take place. It should be noted 

that the government has done a good job at getting 

input into the new national response plan, but did not 

address the numerous…government entities that exist. 

During a crisis, you want a coordinated and streamlined 

incident management process in place to ensure rapid 

response. Once that is in place it should be tested and 

everyone [should know] what their roles will be.”
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Getting it done

The impact of cybercrime, whatever form it takes, is 

being felt by all. The bigger issue now is just what kind 

of overall economic impact could these attacks have and 

how are all the players preparing for a more comprehen-

sive onslaught or series of assaults that could affect the 

country’s way of life. What Schmidt must do is “plant 

seeds of resiliency that will grow outside of the beltway,” 

says Boni, as well as impel all sectors to help reinforce 

the critical infrastructure against a range of attacks.

It’s a tall order, but one that most experts believe 

Schmidt can achieve. His experience, combined with 

the attention that the administration, Congress and 

others are paying to cybersecurity and the maturing of 

public/private partnering, will facilitate progress, says 

Dixon. 

“I am very positive that the policy issues will be 

ironed out, there will eventually be a streamlined 

incident coordination capability in place, and the 

country will become more prepared for dealing with 

cyberattacks,” he says. “Having a cyber coordinator at 

the White House with the right authorities and backing 

by the president will go a long way in helping to further 

transparency and cooperation. As in all relationships, 

communication is critical and having a cyber coordina-

tor to facilitate that will hopefully, over time, improve 

the current issues facing industry and government.” 

Nevertheless, some questions still persist about 

creation of a truly actionable plan that evolves the 

country’s security, arms both federal agencies and other 

organizations with the tools necessary to defend data 

and systems, and deeply engages private companies in 

both planning and execution – especially those respon-

sible for about 80 to 85 percent of the nation’s critical 

infrastructure, according to some statistics. There are 

so many priorities that “no one person can bear and 

resolve” them all, says Bardin. Plus, even with President 

Obama’s support, other pressing issues facing him may 

see his attention to IT security splinter. This means that 

Schmidt “will need to keep poking him in the side to 

maintain cybersecurity at the level of attention needed,” 

says Bardin. 

On the positive side, the chain of command Obama 

has implemented is an improvement over the past, 

Bardin adds. “The reporting structure is evolution-

ary in the maturity of our efforts and reflects the same 

difficulties CISOs face in the private sector. Getting 

a seat at the table is difficult. All too often it is seen as 

solely a technical issue and buried under operational 

facets of IT. Reporting to the National Security Council 

and National Economic Council is not a bad reporting 

structure, but reporting directly to the president [with] 

dotted lines to the NSC and NEC would be better in 

the future.”

For now, we’ll take what we can get, he says. But, the 

reporting structure is less important to Bayuk simply 

because of cybersecurity’s overall immaturity. “Giving it 

too much power while we still have huge research chal-

lenges with respect to what is even possible systemically 

may have turned out to be a bad decision anyway,” she 

says.

What’s more significant is who is in the role, she 

adds. “Howard has a strong sense of mission and this 

will serve him well in navigating political battles. He 

will be able to appeal to shared patriotic values and 

lead rather than dictate.” 

This ability will be necessary when corralling federal 

agencies and private companies to ferret out and agree 

their shared values so that they can then look to lever-

age available technologies, better organize and establish 

strong defenses against adversaries, and maintain ongo-

ing collaborations, says Boni.

“Unless the ‘white hats’ do a much better job of 

networking for the common defense they will find that 

their individual organizations and agencies lack suf-

ficient capacity to successfully defend their portions of 

the national infrastructure,” he says. “This new attempt 

to link cybersecurity with competitive – not just defense 

issues – is much better, in my opinion, as economic 

viability depends on sustained competitive advantages 

created by the country’s intellectual property, which [is 

increasingly derived] from digital technologies.”

President Obama understands this, cares deeply 

about cybersecurity overall, and recognizes the many 

benefits everyone derives from today’s technological 

advances, says Schmidt. His position and the concerns 

he has about threats to the nation’s digital infrastructure 

are apparent given the establishment of both Schmidt’s 

post and his approximate 10-person-strong office.

“We’re here today. This is a permanent office and, 

basically, we have tremendous focus on behalf of the 

president across government in this, so things are 

where they need to be,” says Schmidt. “And that’s the 

bottom line.” n
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